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1Q3 Estimation of human heat loss in five Mediterranean regions
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9 • The human body's bioheat losses are examined in this work.
10 • Physiological Q5reactions of the human body are sensitive to climate changes.
11 • Sensible and evaporation-based heat loss of the skin is affected by wind speed.
12 • The present analysis indicated that 90% of heat releases from the skin.
13 • The present analysis proved that 10% of heat is transferred from body by respiration.
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29This study investigates the effects of seasonal weather differences on the human body's heat losses in the Med-
30iterranean region of Turkey. The provinces of Adana, Antakya, Osmaniye,Mersin and Antalyawere chosen for the
31research, andmonthly atmospheric temperatures, relative humidity, wind speed and atmospheric pressure data
32from 2007 were used. In all these provinces, radiative, convective and evaporative heat losses from the human
33body based on skin surface and respiration were analyzed from meteorological data by using the heat balance
34equation. According to the results, the rate of radiative, convective and evaporative heat losses from the
35human body varies considerably from season to season. In all the provinces, 90% of heat loss was caused by
36heat transfer from the skin, with the remaining 10% taking place through respiration. Furthermore, radiative
37and convective heat loss through the skin reached the highest values in the winter months at approximately be-
38tween 110 and 140 W/m2, with the lowest values coming in the summer months at roughly 30–50 W/m2.

39 © 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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44 1. Introduction

45 The human body, which we can think of as a thermodynamic sys-
46 tem, is fueled by nutrients with the necessary amount of oxygen. With
47 digestion of foods takingQ6 place, thermal energy is released. An increase
48 in the level of human activity will lead to an increase in the thermal en-
49 ergy released by the body. In order to ensure the continuation of a per-
50 son's critical functions and enable them to have a comfortable life in the
51 environmentQ7 when s/he is at rest or at work, it is necessary to keep the
52 body temperature within a narrow range and to constantly maintain
53 this heat level [1].
54 The heat produced by metabolism that is not converted to work is
55 needed to be released to the environment in order to feel comfortable
56 and survive with health [2]. The amount of heat transferred from the
57 body depends on the temperature differences between the human

58body and the environment towhich heat transfer occurs [3]. The greater
59these temperature differences, the greater amount of heat release takes
60place [4,5]. The transfer of heat from the inner tissues of the human
61body to the surface of the skin is accomplished by conduction and con-
62vection [6]. If it becomes difficult for the body to expel heat with these
63methods, the heat firstly Q8produced inside the body is transported to
64other parts of the body through the flow of blood. The nerve system of
65the human body controls and determines the rate of heat to be trans-
66ferred to certain tissues. Then, the sweat glands come into play, and
67the transfer of liquid from internal regions to the skin's surface takes
68place. This liquid motion (mass transfer) causes the formation of
69drops of sweat on the skin's surface, and the evaporation of the sweat
70results in the expulsion of heat out of the body.
71Through conduction, the body transfers heat to objects (clothing,
72beds, etc.) that are in direct contactwith the skin and are at a lower tem-
73perature than the skin's temperature [7]. In addition to conductive heat
74losses, the body transfers heat by radiation to other colder objects in the
75surrounding area and by evaporation of sweat drops [8,9]. Breathing
76in and out ensures the entrance and Q9release of air between the
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77 environment and internal regions of the body and hence heat and hu-
78 midity from these internal regions of the body are transferred to outside
79 of the body as radiative, convective and evaporative heat losses [10–13].
80 As Parsons [14] reported that heat is produced in the cells of the liv-
81 ing body,muchQ10 of the investigation into human body response to ther-
82 mal environments can be regarded as the study of the distribution and
83 dispersion of that heat. Heat that is produced by the living body'sQ11 me-
84 tabolism is used to maintain the temperature of the internal body
85 around 37 °C and also the body will attempt to preserve or lose suffi-
86 cient heat to the environment to try to maintain the temperature as
87 37 °C. A method of determiningmetabolic heat production is to directly
88 measure the heat produced by the person in a whole-body calorimeter
89 [14]. He also stated that an estimate of metabolic rate, M, can be made
90 bymeasuring howmuch oxygen is used to ‘burn’ food. There are certain
91 common basic activities such as lying, sitting, standing, walking with
92 a load, and walking upstairs. Estimates of metabolic rate for basic
93 activities are 45, 58, 65, and 110 W/m2 for lying, sitting, standing and
94 walking, respectively. The heat balance equation for the human body
95 isM−Q12 W= E+ R+ C+ K+ S. Themetabolic rate of the body (M) pro-
96 vides energy to enable the body to domechanical work (W), and the re-
97 mainder is released as heat (i.e. M − W). Heat transfer can be by
98 conduction (K), convection (C), radiation (R) and evaporation (E). For
99 the body to be in heat balance (i.e. constant temperature), the rate of
100 heat storage is zeroQ13 (S = 0) [14]. Total metabolic energy consists of

101metabolic heat production values associated with the activity of the
102human body and shivering energy in Q14which the human body attempts
103to produce heat throughmuscular activity under very cold environmen-
104tal conditions.Metabolic heat production by shivering andmuscle strain
105is a more effective mechanism than the vasoconstriction of blood ves-
106sels in order to protect the body's heat balance in very cold environ-
107ments. By shivering, the metabolic energy value of the human body at
108rest can be upgraded up to three times [10].
109In the course of a day, the human body faces very different weather
110events in different environmental conditions. In the Mediterranean re-
111gion, the weather changes from season to season, from day to day,
112and from hour to hour, and may vary greatly within very brief periods
113of time. Wind, humidity, precipitation, temperature, pressure, and
114cloud motion are among the variables that bring about such weather
115events [15,16]. The winter is the rainiest season in the semi-humid
116and humid Mediterranean climates found in the Mediterranean region.
117In the Mediterranean climate, the rate of evaporation is very high
118throughout the year, particularly in the summer months. The effects of
119these changes in weather conditions on heat transfer from the human
120body are greater in the provinces of Adana, Antakya, Mersin, Osmaniye
121and Antalya. In fact, in this extremely humid region sweat does not
122evaporate easily, and it builds up on the body's surface. This is quite un-
123comfortable, and it is for this reason that people in the provinces of the
124Mediterranean region Q15prefer air-conditioned environments. People

Fig. 1. Provinces in the eastern Mediterranean region.Q1

Fig. 2. Monthly variation of atmospheric temperature and relative humidity in Adana.
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